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With SEGA Classics, you'll enjoy a blast from

the past with games that are just as fun the

second time around! The first part of this manual

refers to the Palm version of this game. The latter

pages contain the vintage manual from the Sega

Game Gear version of this game.

For a full catalog of SEGA Classics games for

Palm devices and customer support resources,

see: http://www.palm.com/sega.

Object:

Dr. Robotnik, Sonic the Hedgehog's
archenemy, is the malicious mastermind of
planet Mobius. His favorite hobby is teasing,
taunting, and tormenting the world and it's
people. His latest criminal creation is the
Mean Bean-Steaming Machine, an infernal
contraption that changes the jolly folk of
Beanville into devious little robots bent on
ridding Mobious of music and fun forever.
Only your mastery of Robotnik's puzzles can
save them from his deranged plan.

How to Play:

To carry out his plan, Robotnik has sent his
henchbots to round up the beans and group
them together in dungeons. This is where
you come in: as each pair of beans enters
the dungeon, you must maneuver them into
place. When two beans of the same color
touch, they link. To eliminate beans from the
dungeon, you must link together four or
more of the same color.

When you drop a pair of beans horizontally
on an uneven surface, the bean left
suspended will separate from the pair and
drop to the lowest point in the column. When
you cause a grouping of beans to disappear,

any beans remaining above the action will drop into
place. This can be used to create chain reactions,
which give you bonus points.

When playing against the computer, chain reactions
help you dump refugee beans into your opponent's
dungeon. Refugee beans don't belong to any specific
clan and can only be eliminated with a neighboring
group of four or more beans.

The game ends when your dungeon fills to the top
with beans.

Game Controls:

Start button: (First button from the left)
Start, pause, and un-pause the game.

Button 1: (Third button from the left)
Rotate a bean.

Button 2: (Fourth button from the left)
Rotate a bean.

Directional Pad Controls:
Press left or right on the directional control pad
to move the beans over your desired landing spot.
Press down on the directional pad to drop the beans
quickly to the bottom.

Program Options:

Tap the Options button to access the sound
option: Tap the Sound On checkbox to clear the
check and play without music and sound effects.
Select OK to set this option, or Cancel to return
to the game with the option unchanged.

Exiting and Saving the Program:

Tap the Quit button. The "Do you want to save
this game?" overlay will appear with the
following options:
YES - The game will save your progress and

then exit.
NO - The game will exit without saving the

game.
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CANCEL - The overlay will disappear and
the game will resume.

Note: If the game is a demo version, the
game will not offer the option to save your
progress.

Resuming a Saved Game:

With a game saved in memory, if the user
starts the game, the "Resume saved game?"
overlay will appear with the following
options:
YES - Resumes saved game.
NO - Begins a new game.
DELETE - Deletes saved game.
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